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Abstract 
The problem of determining whether a given k-colored graph is a subgraph of a properly 
colored interval graph has an application in DNA physical mapping. In this paper, we study the 
problem for the case that the number of colors k is fixed. For k = 2, we give a simple linear 
time algorithm, for k = 3, we give an O(n*) algorithm for biconnected graphs with n vertices, 
and for k = 4, we show that the problem is NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider a problem which occurs in molecular biology and is 
known as sequence reconstruction. Sequence reconstruction occurs in different levels 
of DNA physical mapping: it is currently not possible to sequence large parts of 
DNA or proteins at a time [12]. Therefore, the sequence is cut into smaller parts, 
which are called fragments, which can then be sequenced. However, the order of the 
different fragments in the large sequence is lost during the fragmentation process. The 
reconstruction of this order is called sequence reconstruction. 
There are several ways to attack the sequence reconstruction problem, many of which 
give rise to algorithmic (graph) problems (see e.g. [ 16, 21). One way is to use, instead 
of one sequence of DNA or protein, a number of copies of the sequence, and to cut 
these copies in different ways. After that, a set of characteristics is determined for 
each fragment (its ‘fingerprint’ or ‘signature’), and based on respective fingerprints, 
an ‘overlap’ measure is computed. Using this overlap information, the fragments are 
assembled into islands of contiguous fragments (contigs) (see also [7]). 
The overlap information for a pair of fragments usually consists of the probability 
that the two fragments overlap. This information can be used in different ways. In 
this paper, we discuss the situation where k copies of a sequence X are fragmented, 
and some fragments are known to overlap (so they have overlap probability one). 
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For each fragment, it is known from which copy of X it originates, and fragments 
of the same copy of X will not overlap. The problem is to find the complete overlap 
information, i.e. to compute for each pair of vertices whether they overlap or not. From 
this complete overlap information a possible ordering of the fragments in the original 
sequence X can be computed. The problem of finding complete overlap information 
can be modeled as follows. 
INTERVALIZING COLORED GRAPHS [ICG] 
Znstance: A graph G = (V,E), a coloring c : V --) { 1,. . . ,k} 
Question: Is there a properly colored supergraph G’ = (V,E’) of G which is an 
interval graph? 
Now each vertex in V represents one fragment; the color of a vertex represents to 
which copy of X the fragment belongs. An edge in E between two vertices denotes 
that the fragments corresponding to these vertices are known to overlap. If a properly 
colored supergraph G’ of G exists which is an interval graph, then it can be seen that 
the edges E’ give complete overlap information for the fragments (note that there is 
not always a unique solution). From this graph G’, an ordering of the fragments can 
be computed in linear time (see [9]). 
It can be seen that ICG (and especially the constructive version of ICG which also 
outputs an interval model of the interval graph G’) helps here to predict other overlaps 
and to work towards reconstruction of the sequence X. 
It has been known that ICG for an arbitrary number of colors is NP-complete [7]. 
However, from the application it appears that the cases where the number of colors k 
(= the number of copies of X that are fragmented) is some small given constant are 
of interest. In this paper, we resolve the complexity of this problem for all constant 
values k. We observe that the case k = 2 is easy to resolve in linear time. Then, we 
give an 0(n2) algorithm that solves ICG for biconnected three-colored graphs. We 
also show how the algorithm can be made constructive. Finally, we show that ICG is 
NP-complete for four colors (and hence, for any fixed number of colors 3 4.) 
ICG can also be solved in O(n*) time for arbitrary three-colored graphs [l]. The 
algorithm for arbitrary three-colored graphs is based on the algorithm for biconnected 
three-colored graphs that is presented in this paper. It contains an extensive case anal- 
ysis, which makes use of the structure of graphs of pathwidth at most two; in each 
case, a modification of the algorithm from this paper is used. 
In [7], Fellows et al. consider ICG with a bounded number of colors. They show that, 
although for fixed k 3 3, yes-instances have bounded pathwidth (and hence bounded 
treewidth), standard methods for graphs with bounded treewidth will be insufficient 
to solve ICG, as the problem is ‘not finite state’. (If a problem is ‘finite state’, then 
we can solve the problem on graphs of bounded treewidth as follows: first find a 
tree decomposition of the input graph which has bounded width. Then, apply dynamic 
programming on this tree decomposition to obtain a solution for the problem.) Also, 
they show ICG to be hard for the complexity class W[l] (which was strengthened 
in [3] to hardness for all classes W[t], t E N). This result implies that it is unlikely 
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that ICG is fixed parameter tractable, i.e. it is unlikely that there exists a constant C, 
such that for any fixed number of colors k, ICG is solvable in time O(f(k)nC). For 
example, if ICG is fixed parameter tractable, then so is INDEPENDENT SET. Clearly, our 
NP-completeness result implies the fixed parameter intractability results, but is much 
stronger. 
ICG is closely related to TRIANGULATING COLORED GRAPHS (TCG) where we look for 
a properly colored triangulated supergraph G’ of a k-colored input graph G (i.e., G’ 
does not contain a chordless cycle of length at least four). This problem is known to be 
NP-complete [4], solvable in O(n”+’ ) time for fixed k [17], and solvable in linear time 
for the cases k = 2 and k = 3 [S, 11, 13, 181. Despite the close relationship between 
ICG and TCG, it appears that ICG poses some additional difficulties which require 
more complex and time consuming algorithms. For instance, there is an easy charac- 
terization which assures that three-colored simple cycles can be triangulated without 
adding edges between vertices of the same color. However, we could not find such a 
simple characterization for ICG on three-colored simple cycles: even this case seems 
to require an algorithm which takes L’(n’) time in the worst case. Additionally, TCG 
with three colors is ‘finite state’, while ICG with three colors is not (see [4, 71). 
A generalization of ICG is INTERVALIZING SANDWICH GRAPHS (ISG). In this problem, 
the input is a sundwich graph S = (V,E,,E*), where V is a set of vertices, and El 
and Ez are sets of edges between vertices of V, El c Ez. The question is whether there 
is a graph G = (V,E) such that G is an interval graph, and El C E 2 E2, i.e. E is 
‘sandwiched’ between El and E2. ISG models the sequence reconstruction problem in 
which there is no information on the copy of the sequence that a fragment originates 
from, and there are some pairs of fragments for which the overlap probability equals 
one (represented by the fact that there is an edge between these fragments in El) and 
there is a number of (more) pairs of fragments for which the overlap probability is 
non-zero (represented by the fact that there is an edge between these fragments in Ez). 
ISG is NP-complete [lo], which also follows from NP-completeness of KG. Our 
NP-completeness result for ICG with four colors also implies NP-completeness for ISG 
in which the clique size of the interval graph may be at most four. 
Another closely related problem is UNIT-INTERVALIZIN(; SANDWICH GRAPHS (UISG), 
which asks whether, for a given sandwich graph S = (V, El. Ez), there is a graph 
G = (V, E) such that G is a unit interval graph and El C E c El. This problem models 
the same sequence reconstruction problem as ISG, but with the restriction that all 
fragments have the same length. In [14, 151, it is shown that UISG is NP-complete, 
hard for W[l:], but solvable in O(&’ ) time if k is the maximum clique size of G. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, necessary preliminary definitions 
and results are given, and the linear time algorithm for ICG on two-colored graphs is 
shown. A necessary condition for a three-colored graph G to be ‘intervalizable’ is that 
the pathwidth of G is at most two, or in other words, that G is a partial two-path [7]. 
Hence, in Section 3, we analyze the structure of biconnected partial two-paths, and we 
given an O(n) time algorithm which builds such a structure for a given biconnected 
graph, it its pathwidth is two. In Section 4, we give our main algorithm, which is 
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based on the analysis of Section 3 and dynamic programming, and in Section 5, we 
discuss our NP-completeness result. 
2. Preliminaries 
A graph G is a pair (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges. 
An edge is a set of two distinct vertices. The vertices and edges of a graph G are also 
denoted by V(G) and E(G), respectively. 
Let G be a graph, V’ C V(G). The subgraph of G induced by V’ is denoted by 
G[V’] and is defined as follows. V(G[V’]) = V’ and E(G[ V’]) = {e E E(G) 1 e C V’}. 
A path P in G is a sequence (VI ,.. . ,us) of distinct vertices of G, such that there 
exists an edge between each pair of consecutive vertices. 
A cycle is a graph C, with V(C) = {VI,. . . , v,} and E(C) = {{vi, vi+1  1 < i < n - 
1) u {{v?z, VI)). 
A chordless cycle C in G is a subgraph of G which is a cycle in which every two 
vertices which are not adjacent in C are also not adjacent in G. 
A biconnected graph is a graph which remains connected if an arbitrary vertex is 
removed. A biconnected component B of a graph G is an induced subgraph of G which 
is bicomrected and which is not a proper subgraph of another induced subgraph of G 
for which this holds. We only consider biconnected graphs and biconnected components 
which are non-trivial, i.e. which have at least three vertices. 
An interval graph is a graph G = (V, E) for which there is a function @ : V -+ 9, 
where 9 is the set of all intervals on the real line, such that for each pair v,w E V, 
Q(v) n Q(w) # 0 w {u,w} E E, i.e. there is an edge between v and w if and only 
if the intervals corresponding to v and w overlap. A k-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) 
is a surjection c : V --f { 1,. . . , k}. A proper k-coloring is a k-coloring c such that for 
each edge (0, w} E E, c(v) # c(w). An intervalization of a graph G = (V,E) with a 
k-coloring c, is a supergraph G’ = (V, E’) of G (E 2 E’) which is an interval graph 
and is properly colored by c. 
A path decomposition PD of a graph G = (V, E) is a sequence (VI,. . . , V,), in which 
for all i, Vi C V and vi is non-empty, and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For each v E V, there is an i such that v E Vi. 
(ii) For each e E E, there is an i such that e 2 Vi. 
(iii) For each i 6 j 6 1, 6 fl Vl& y. 
The sets V, are called the nodes of the path decompsotion. The width of PD is 
maxi 1 Vi/ - 1. A graph G has pathwidth k if there is path decomposition of width k 
of G, but there is no path decomposition of width k - 1 or less of G. A graph G is 
called a partial k-path if it has pathwidth at most k. 
Let G be agraph, PD=(Vl,..., Vi) a path decomposition of G. Let G’ be a subgraph 
of G. The occurrence of G’ in PD is a subsequence (4,. , . , l$ ) of PD in which q 
and I$ contain an edge of G’, and no node Vi, with i < j or i > j’ contains an edge 
of G’, i.e. (J$ ,..., I$) is the shortest subsequence of PD that contains all nodes of 
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PD which contain an edge of G’. We say that G’ occurs in (5,. . . , F$ ). The vertices 
of G’ occur in (V,, . . , V~I ) if these are the only nodes in PD containing vertices 
of G’. 
Let G be a graph, PD=(V,,..., V,) a path decomposition of G. Let 1 < j < t. We 
say that a ndoe V, is on the left side of 5 if i < j, and on the right side of 6 if 
i > j. Let G’ be a connected subgraph of G, suppose G’ occurs in (VI,. . . , VII ). We 
say that G’ occurs on the left side of 5 if I’ c j, and on the right side of 5 if 1~ j. 
In the same way, we speak about the left and right sides of a sequence (I$, . . . , v ), 
i.e. a node is on the left side of (I$, . ,i$) if it is on the left side of 5, and a node 
is on the right side of (I$, . . . , l+) if it is on the right side of 41. 
The following definition only makes sense if the graph G has pathwidth at most 
two. An edge e is an end edge of G’ if in each path decomposition of width two of 
G,e occurs in the leftmost or rightmost end node of the occurrence of G’. 
Let G be a graph, PD = ( VI,. . . , V,) a path decomposition of G, V’ c V and suppose 
G[ V’] occurs in (4,. . , I+ ), 1 < j < j’ d t. The path decomposition of G[ V’] induced 
by PD is denoted by PD[ V’] and is obtained from the sequence (4n V’, . . . ,i$ n V’) by 
deleting all empty nodes and all nodes 6 n V’, j < i < j’, for which Vi n V’ = V+l n V’. 
Let PD’ = (WI,. . , W,t ) be another path decomposition. The concatenation of PD 
and PD’ is denoted by PD # PD’ and is defined as follows: 
PD#PD’=(V ,,..., V,,W ,,..., W,!). 
Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, PD = (VI,. . . , Vl) a path decomposition of G. 
Let G’ = (V, E’) be a supergraph of G with 
E’={{~,u’}I31~i~lu,v’~ J’j}. 
The graph G’ is an interval graph. 
Proof. Let @ : V -+ {l,..., n} be defined as follows. For each u E V, if v occurs in 
nodes (I$,..., Vt), then take @(a) = [j, 11. Then {u, a’} E E’ if and only if Q(u) and 
@(t;‘) overlap. 0 
The graph G’ is called the interval completion of G for PD. 
A path decomposition PD = (VI,. , V,) of a graph G which is k-colored is called a 
proper path decomposition if for each node V, and each pair U, w E Vi, if v # w then 
c(u) # c(w). 
Lemma 2. Let G=(V,E) be a graph, c: V -+ {l,...,k} a k-coloring of G. G has 
an intervalization if and only if there is a proper path decomposition of G, which has 
width at most k - 1. 
Proof. (See also [7].) For the ‘if’ part, suppose PD = (VI,. . . , Vl) is a proper path 
decomposition of G. Note that PD has width k - 1. Then the interval completion of 
G for PD is a properly k-colored interval graph. 
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For the ‘only if’ part, suppose G’=( V, E’) is an intervalization of G. Let @ : V -+ 9 
be a function for G’ such that for each v, w E V, v # w, {v,w} E E w @(v)n@(w) # 0. 
Suppose w.1.o.g. that for each v E V, Q(v) is a closed interval. For each v E V, let 
Z(v) denote the leftmost element in Q(v). Let (~1,. . . , un), n = ) V/, be an ordering of V 
such that for each i <j, l(u;) < Z(ui). For each i let I$ = {v E V 1 l(ui) E Q(v)}. Then 
PD = ( V, , . . , V,,) is a proper path decomposition of G’ and hence of G. Furthermore, 
each node contains at most k vertices, since there are at most k vertices with different 
colors. Hence PD has pathwidth at most k - 1. 0 
Thus, the following problem is equivalent to ICG. 
PROPER PATH DECOMPOSITION [PPD] 
Instance: A graph G = (V,E), a k-coloring c : V -+ { 1,. . . ,k} 
Question: Is there a proper path decomposition of G? 
In this paper, we use both ICG and PPD. Note that the proof of Lemma 2 also 
gives an easy way to transform a solution for one problem into a solution for the other 
problem. 
For the case where k = 2, the question which asks if there is a proper path de- 
composition of G is equivalent to the question which asks if G is a properly colored 
partial one-path (see also [7]). If G is properly colored, then we can transform each 
path decomposition of width one of G into a proper path decomposition of width one: 
delete all nodes which do not contain an edge, and, for each isolated vertex v, add a 
node {v} at the right side of the path decomposition. One can check whether a graph 
has pathwidth one and is properly colored in linear time. 
Theorem 3. For k = 2. ICG can be solved in linear time. 
We now give some lemmas, which are frequently used in the remainder of this 
report. 
The following two lemmas are well known. 
Lemma 4. Let (VI,. , Vr) be a path decomposition of G = (V, E). Suppose i < j < k, 
and suppose P is a path from v E V to w E V, v E Vi, w E Vk. Then y contains at 
least one vertex from P. 
Proof. Follows from the definition of path decompositions by induction on the length 
of the path. 0 
The following lemma is proved, e.g. in [6]. 
Lemma 5 (Clique containment). Let G = (V, E) be a graph, PD = (VI,. . . , V,), a path 
decomposition of G, suppose V’ C V forms a clique in G. There is an i, 1 < i < t, 
such that V’ C Vi. 
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Proof. We prove this by induction on IV’\. If j V’/ = 2, then there is a Vi contain- 
ing I” by definition. Suppose (I”\ > 2. Let t’ E V’. There is a node V,, such that 
V’ - {u} C V;. Suppose v occurs in ( 5,. . . , l+ ). Suppose w.1.o.g. that i < j’. If i 2 j, 
then clearly V’ & Vi. If i < j, then for each w E V’, there is an I, j 6 1 < j', such that 
u’ E VI. Hence V’ 2 y, which gives a contradiction. 0 
3. The structure of biconnected partial two-paths 
In this section, we give a characterization of biconnected partial two-paths. 
Definition 6. Given a bicormected graph G = (V, E), the cell completion C? of G is 
the graph which is obtained from G by adding an edge {x, y} for all pairs x, ~1 of 
vertices in V, x # y, for which {x, y} $ E(G) and G[ V(G) - {x, y}] has at least three 
connected components. 
The following lemma has been proved in [5] in the setting of partial two-trees. For 
the sake of completeness, we give an alternative proof here. 
Lemma 7. Let G be a partial two-path. Each path decomposition of width two of G 
is a path decomposition (of width two) of the cell completion G of G. 
Proof, Let x, y E V(G), x # y, and suppose {x, y} $4 E(G) and G[ V(G) - {x, y}] has 
at least three connected components. Since G is biconnected, there are three disjoint 
paths PI, Pz, P3 from x to y in G (i.e. for i # j, P, and Pj only have vertices x and y in 
common). We show that in each path decomposition of width two of G, there is a node 
which contains x and y. Suppose not. Let PD = ( VI,. . , V,) be a path decomposition of 
width two of G such that Vi is the rightmost node containing x, 5 is the leftmost node 
containing y and i < j. Node Vi+, contains at least one vertex of each PI, 1 6 1 6 3, 
but it does not contain x. But each of these vertices has a path to x, and x $ VI+,. 
This means that, for each 1, 1 < 1 < 3, there is a vertex UI E V(P,) - {x, y} such that 
cl E Vi. This means that 1 Vj 3 4, which gives a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 7 implies that each proper path decomposition of a three-colored partial 
two-path G is also a proper path decomposition of G. With respect to intervalizations, 
the lemma states that each intervalization of a three-colored graph G contains as a 
subgraph the cell completion G of G. 
The cell completion of a partial two-path can be found in linear time [5]. In the cell 
completion of a graph, each two distinct chordless cycles have at most one edge in 
common. In IIS], it has been shown that the cell completion of a biconnected partial two- 
tree is a ‘tree of chordless cycles’. We show that the cell completion of a biconnected 
partial two-path is a ‘path of chordless cycles’. After that, we show that we can 
check in linear time whether the cell completion of a given graph forms a path of 
chordless cycles. Furthermore, we show that, if the cell completion forms a path of 
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Fig. 1. A path of chordless cycles (U, Y) with V = (Cl,. , C6), 9 = (el,. , es). I = { 1,2,3,4,16, 
17,18}, V(Cz) = {4,16,19}, V(C3) = {4,16,20}, V(C4) = {4,5,6,13,14,15,16}, V(C5) = {6,7,8,13} and 
v(C6) = {8,9,10,11,12,13}. Furthermore, et = e2 = eg = {4,16}, e4 = {6,13} and e5 = {8,13}. 
chordless cycles, then we can transform the cell completion into the corresponding path 
of chordless cycles in linear time. This structure is then used to solve 3-ICG in the 
next section. 
First, we give some definitions and prove a number of lemmas. 
Definition 8 (Path of chordless cycles). A path of chordless cycles is a pair (%7,9’), 
where %Z is a sequence (Cl,. . . , C,) of cycles, p 3 1, and Y is a sequence (ei,. . . ,e,_i) 
of edges, such that 
Property 1. For each i and j, 1 < i < j < p, J’(Ci) n v(Cj) = ei fl ej- 1, E(Ci) n 
E(Cj) = {ei} n {ej-1); and 
Property 2. For each i, 1 6 i < p - 1, if ei = ei+i, then 1 V( Ci+l )I = 3. 
Note that Property 1 of the definition implies that, for each i, j, I, i 6 I < j, ei n 
ej-1 c el, and if ei=ej_i, then el=ei, i.e. if Ci and Cj have one or two vertices in com- 
mon, then Cl also contains these vertices, and if Ci and Cj have two vertices in com- 
mon, then they have the edge between them in common, and C, also contains this edge. 
In Fig. 1, an example of a path of chordless cycles is given with six chordless cycles. 
More informally, a path of chordless cycles is a sequence of chordless cycles, such 
that each two consecutive cycles have two vertices and the edge between them in com- 
mon. If two non-consecutive chordless cycles have two vertices in common, they have 
the edge between them in common, and all chordless cycles between them have this 
edge in common and consist of only three vertices. If two non-consecutive chordless 
cycles have a vertex in common, then all chordless cycles between them have this 
vertex in common. 
Definition 9. Let G be a bicomrected graph, (%?, 9’) a path of chordless cycles, where 
%?=(C,,..., C,), Y=(ei,... , e,_i ), p 2 1. ($7, 9) is a path of chordless cycles for 
G if V(G) = UL, ?‘(Ci) and E(G) = l_lL, E(Ci). 
In this section, we show that a biconnected graph G is a partial two-path if and only 
if there is a path of chordless cycles for G. We first show one side of this equivalence. 
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Fig. 2. A path decomposition of width two for the graph of Fig. 1 and its corresponding interval completion. 
The path decomposition is constructed as in the proof of Theorem 15, with e,~ = { 1,18} and eP = (9, IO}. 
The dashed edges in the graph are the edges that are added for the interval completion. 
Lemma 10. Let G be a biconnected graph. If there is a path of chordless cycles for 
G, then G is a partial two-path. 
Proof. Suppose (%?,9’) is a path of chordless cycles for G, with %? = (Cl,. . . , Cp) 
Y = (el, . . . , ep_l ), p 2 1. Then we can make a path decomposition of width two of 
G as follows. Let eo be an arbitrary edge in Cl with eo # el, and let ep be an arbitrary 
edge in C, with ep # ep_l. For each i, 1 6 i < p, we make a path decomposition 
PD, of C, as follows. If ) V(Ci)l = 3, let PO, = (V(C;)). Otherwise, do the following. 
Let ei_1 = {x, y} and ei = {x’, y’} such that there is a path from x to x’ which does 
not contain y or y’, Let PI = (~1,. . ,uq) denote the path in C; from x to x’ which 
does not contain y or y’, and let P2 = (q, . . . , u,) denote the path in Ci from y to y’ 
not containing x or x’. For each j, 1 6 j < q, let J$ = {Uj, Uj+l,ul}, and for each j, 
1 < j < r, let VJ+4_ 1 = {uq, Uj, Oj+l }. Let PO, = ( V, , . . . , b&z). Note that ej_ 1 C 6 and 
eig Vqfr-2. PD=PDl#PD;!# ...#POp is a path decomposition of width two of G, 
and hence of G. 0 
In Fig. 2, an example of a path decomposition of width two is given for the graph 
of Fig. 1. 
We now give three technical lemmas in order to prove that if a biconnected graph G 
has pathwidth two, then there is a path of chordless cycles for its cell completion G. 
These lemmas show that, in a path decomposition of width two of a biconnected partial 
two-path, the occurrences of two chordless cycles can overlap in only a very small part. 
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Fig. 3. The occurrence of chordless cycle C as in part 2 of the proof of Lemma 1 I. 
Lemma 11. Let G be a biconnected partial two-path, C a cycle of G, and PD = 
(KS..., K) a path decomposition of G of width two. Suppose C occurs in (F$, . . . , ?I ), 
and {x, y} is an edge of C occurring in 5, {x’, y’} an edge occurring in F$I. The 
following holds. 
(i) If I UC>1 > 3, then {x, y} # {x’, Y’}. 
(ii) For each i, j < i < j’, ) K n V(C)/ 3 2 and for each edge e E E(C) there is 
an i, j < i < j', such that e C K and ) 6 n V(C)1 = 3. 
Proof. (i) Suppose IV(C)1 > 3, but x = x’ and y = y’. There is an edge {v,w} 
in C with {u, W} n {x, y} = 0. Because of the definition of path decomposition, there 
is an i, j<i<j’, such that U,W E K:, and also x, y E I$. Hence I El 3 4, a 
contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose w.1.o.g. that x and x’ are connected by a path in C which does not 
contain y or y’. Denote this path by PI. Denote the path between y and y’ not 
containing x or x’ by P2; see also Fig. 3. According to Lemma 4, each 6, j < i 6 j’, 
contains a vertex of PI. Analogously, each K contains a vertex of P2. Since PI and Pz 
are vertex disjoint, I E n V(C)( 2 2 for each i, j 6 i < j'. Suppose PI contains at least 
one edge. Let e be an edge of PI. Let 6, j < I < j' such that e C 6. This 6 also 
contains a vertex of P2, hence there is an i such that e C E and I F$ n V(C)1 3 3 for 
each edge e on PI and P2. Now consider edge {x, y} 5 4. If there is another vertex 
of C in 4, then the lemma holds for {x, y}. If 5 n V(C) = {x, y}, then there must 
be an i, j 6 i d j’, such that {x, y} c 6 and 5 contains a neighbor of x or y. Hence 
IK n V(C)1 = 3. A similar argument establishes edge {x’, y’}. 0 
Let G be a biconnected partial two-path. Lemma 11 implies that the occurrences of 
two chordless cycles of G which do not have a vertex in common cannot overlap in 
any path decomposition of width two of G. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a biconnected partial two-path with cycles C and C’ which 
have one vertex x and no other vertices in common. Let PD = (V,, . . . , K) be a path 
decomposition of G of pathwidth two in which no consecutive nodes are the same. 
Suppose C occurs in (5,. . . , I$ ) and C’ occurs in (V,, . . , V,, ). Then either j’ < 1 or 
I’ < j. 
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Proof. First suppose j < 1. Cycle C contains an edge of which both end points are 
not vertices of C’, and similarly, C’ contains an edge of which both end points are 
not vertices of C. Hence j < 1 and j’ < I’. 
If j’ < 1, then clearly, j’ 6 1 holds. Suppose 1 < j'. For each i, 1 6 i < j', I: 
contains two vertices from C and two vertices from C’ (Lemma 1 l(i)), hence x E 6. 
Let {x, y} E E(C) such that x, y E 5,. There is a node i’, j 6 i’ < j’, which contains 
x, y and another vertex from C (Lemma 1 l(ii)). This is only possible if i’ < 1, since 
j’ < 1’. Hence, for each i, 1 < i < j’, K contains x and y. In the same way, we 
can prove that, if {x,z} is the edge of C’ which occurs in V,, then z E r/; for each 
i, 1 6 i 6 j’. Hence for each i, the same, this means that I = j’. Hence if j < 1, then 
j’ 6 1. 
By symmetry, it holds that 1’ < j' if 1 6 j. I7 
Lemma 12 shows that, if two cycles C and C’ have one vertex in common, then 
in any path decomposition of pathwidth two, their occurrences can overlap in at most 
one node. We say that C occurs on the left side of C’ or C occurs on the right side 
of C’. 
Lemma 13. Let G be a biconnected partial two-path with cycles C and C’ which 
have one edge {x, y} and no other vertices in common. Let PD = (VI,. . , 6) be a 
path decomposition of G of pathwidth two. Suppose C occurs in (4,. . ,PJl) and C’ 
occurs in (6,. . , Vp ). Then the following holds. 
(i) j < 1 and j’ < 1’ or j 3 1 and j’ 2 1’. Zf j=l a-nd j’=l’, then (V(C)( = IV(C’)l = 3. 
(ii) Edge {x, y} IS an end edge of C and of C’. Zf j d 1, j’ < l’, then j’ 3 1, and 
{x, y} occurs in I+ and in VI, and there is an i, 1 < i <j’, such that V(C) n ( &+I U 
. . . u K) = {x, y} and V(C’) n (V, u . u I/;) = {x, y} (or possibly vice versa, if j = 1 
and ,j’ = 1’). 
Proof. (i) Suppose j < 1 and j’ > I’, then 1 V(C’)i = 3, say V(C’) = {x, y,z}, since each 
node in 5,. . ., i$ contains two vertices of C. Let j < i < j’, such that VI = {x, y, z}. 
Suppose {a, b}, {c,d} E E(C) and {a, b} C 5, {c,d} C Q, such that there is a path 
from a to c not containing b or d. Let PI denote this path, and let P2 denote the path 
from b to d not containing a and c. {a, b} # {x, y} and {c, d} # {x, y}, so suppose 
{A Y} E E(Pl). Vi contains a vertex of P2, which is not X, y or z. Hence 1 Vi1 3 4, 
which is a contradiction. So either j < 1 and j’ d 1’ or j 2 1 and j’ 3 1’. If j = 1 and 
j’ = l’, then IV(C)\ = IV(C’)] = 3, since each V,, j < i d j’, contains two vertices of 
C and two vertices of C’. 
(ii) Suppose that j d 1 and j’ < 1’. It is clear that j’ 3 1, since {x, y} is an edge of 
both C and C’. There are nodes V, and V,,,! such that V, = {x, y,z} for some z E V(C) 
with z # x, y, and I& = {x, y,z’} for some z’ E V(C’) with z’ # x, y. Note that 1 < m, 
m’ < j’. Suppose first that 1 < m < m’ < j’. We show that all vertices of V(C) - {x, y} 
occur only on the left side of I&. Suppose there is a vertex 2: E V(C) - {x, y} which 
occurs on the right side of V,!. There is a path from 1) to z in C which does not 
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contain x and y. Node V,I contains a vertex of this path. Hence 1 V,/ 1 2 4. This is 
a contradiction. Since each 6, 111 d i < m’, contains x and y, this means that there is 
an i, m < i < m’, such that all vertices of V(C) - {x, y} occur only in (6,. . . , K), and 
the vertices of V(C’) - {x, y} occur only in (E+r,. . . , q). Furthermore, since i < j’ 
and I$ contains an edge of C, v contains x and y. Similarly, 6 contains x and y. 
Now suppose I d m’ < m < j'. In the same way as before, we can show that the 
vertices of V(C) - {x, y} occur only on the right side of V,J, and the vertices of 
V(C’) - {x, y} occur only on the left side of V,. Hence there is an i, m’ < i < m, 
such that all vertices of V(C) - {x, y} occur only in (I$+i, . . , K) and all vertices of 
V(C’) - {x, y} occur only in ( 6,. . , l$). Furthermore, fi is the leftmost node which 
contains an edge of C’, which means that j = 1. In the same way, we can prove that 
j’ = I’, and 6 and I$ both contain x and y. Hence {x, y} is an end edge. 0 
Note that in part (ii) of the lemma, the part (5,. . . , J$) of PD restricted to V(C) is a 
path decomposition of C, and (J$+i, . . . , v(j) restricted to V(C’) is a path decomposition 
of C’. We say that C occurs on the left side of C’. In other words, Lemma 13 says 
that, if there are two cycles which have one edge in common, then in each path 
decomposition of width two one occurs on the left side of the other one. 
Let G be a biconnected partial two-path, and let C and C’ be two distinct chordless 
cycles of G. Lemmas 1 l-13 show that in any path decomposition of width two of G, 
either C occurs on the left side of C’, or C occurs on the right side of Ct. 
Lemma 14. Let G be a biconnected graph. Zf G is a partial two-path then there is 
a path of chordless cycles for 6. 
Proof. Suppose G is a biconnected partial two-path. Let PD = (6,. . . , K) be a path 
decomposition of width two of G (and of G). By the previous discussion, we can make 
a sequence (Ci , . . . , C,) of the chordless cycles of G, such that for each 1 < i < j < p, 
Ci occurs on the left side of Cj in PD. For each i, 1 < i < p, let ei = V(Ci) n 
V(Ci+l). Let Y=(ei,..., e,_i ). We show that (%?, 9) is a path of chordless cycles for 
6. 
The definition of cell completion assures that for each i < j, 1 V(C’i) n V(Cj)I < 2, 
and if V(C,) n V(Cj) = {u,w}, then E(Ci) n E(Cj) = {{o,w}}. Hence for each i, 
1 < i < p, leil < 2, and if leil = 2, then ei is an edge in both Ci and Ci+i . 
We first prove that Property 1 of Definition 8 holds. After that, we show that for 
each i, leil=2, hence ei is an edge. After that, we show that Property 2 of Definition 8 
holds. 
Let 1 < i <j < p. Let W = V(Ci) n V(Cj). We show that W = ei n ej-i. Note that 
I WI < 2, and if I WI = 2, then W is an edge of both Ci and Cj. Hence each chordless 
cycle which occurs in between Ci and Cj (in PD) also contains the vertices from W: 
for each 1, i < I Q j, WC V(Cl). This means that W & V(Ci+l) and W & V(Cj_I). 
Hence W c ei n ej-1. By definition of ei and ej- 1, ei fl ej_ 1 G W, SO W = ei n ej_ 1. 
This proves that V(Ci) n V(Cj) = ei n ej-1. 
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We now show that E(Ci)nE(Cj)={ei}n{ej_l}. If ]E(C;)nE(Cj)] 2 1, then W is 
the common edge of Ci and C,, and hence IWI =2. Since W =ei nej_1, and leil 6 2 
and le,_i I 6 2, this means that W = ei = ej-1. 
We now show that for each i, 1 < i < p, I& = 2, and hence Ci and C,+i have one 
edge in common: edge ej. Let i be an integer such that 1 6 i < p. By Property 1, 
the set e, splits the graph G into two components, namely the component containing 
all vertices in V(Ci ) U . . . U V(C) - ei, and the component containing all vertices in 
V(C,,l) u ‘. . IJ V(C,) - ei. Since both these components are non-empty, and G is 
biconnected, this means that leil = 2. 
We now show that Property 2 holds for (%‘, 9’). Let i, 1 6 i < p - 1 be such that 
ci =c*+r. Consider the occurrences of Ci, Ci+i and Ci+z in PD. Ci+, occurs in between 
Ci and Ci+2, and Ci and Ci+2 have edge e; in common, which means that each node 
in the occurrence of Ci+i contains the vertices of ei. Hence by part (ii) of Lemma 11, 
1 V(C;)l = 3. n 
Theorem 15 now follows. 
Theorem 15. Let G be a biconnected graph. G is a partial two-path if and only if 
there is a path of chordless cycles for G. 
We now give an algorithm which, given a biconnected graph G, returns no if G 
has pathwidth three or more, and constructs a path of chordless cycles for the cell 
completion of G otherwise. 
1. Find the cell completion G of G and check if G is properly colored. If not, return 
no. 
2. Make a list of all chordless cycles in G. 
3. Check if there is a path of chordless cycles for G, and if so, construct such 
a path and return it. Otherwise, return no. 
For Steps 1 and 2, we use an algorithm from [5], which takes O(n) time. Step 3 
can be done as follows. 
1. Check for each chordless cycle in the list if it has at most two edges in common 
with any other chordless cycle. If not, return no. 
2. Check if there is an edge which occurs in two or more chordless cycles. If there 
is no such edge, then there is only one chordless cycle C, and we return ((C), ( )) as 
our path of chordless cycles. 
3. Take an arbitrary edge e which occurs in two or more chordless cycles. Find all 
chordless cycles which contain e, suppose there are s of them. We first try to make 
a path of chordless cycles for these cycles, in such a way that we can extend this 
with the other chordless cycles. Make a list %? = (Cl,. , C,) of these cycles in such 
a way that only Cl and C, may have four or more vertices or have an edge e’ # e 
in common with another chordless cycle. If this is not possible, return no. Also, make 
a list Y = (e, e,. , e), in which e occurs s - 1 times. 
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4. Until the first chordless cycle in V has no edge in common with a chordless cycle 
that is not in 97, do the following. 
Let C be the first cycle in %?. If C has an edge e’ # e in common with a chordless 
cycle that is not in %‘, then do the following. Find all (s’) chordless cycles containing e’. 
Make a list 97’ = (C(, . , Ci,) of these cycles in such a way that only Cl may have 
four or more vertices or have an edge e’ # e in common with another chordless 
cycle. If there are two or more of these cycles, then return no. Also, make a list 
9’ = (e’, e’, . . . , e’), in which e’ occurs s’ times. Now, let the new V be the list of 
chordless cycles obtained by putting (8 in front of the old W, and in the same way, 
make the new 9’ by putting 9” in front of the old Y. 
5. Until the last chordless cycle in %7 has no edge in common with a chordless 
cycle that is not in %?, do the same as in step 3, but for the last chordless cycle in 9. 
(Directions of W’ and Y’ must be reversed, and %? is concatenated at the back of %?, 
and similar for Y’.) 
6. Return (V,Y). 
It is easy to see that the algorithm returns a path of chordless cycles for G, if one 
exists, and that it can be made to run in O(n) time. 
4. Intervalizing biconnected three-colored graphs 
In this section, we give an algorithm for determining whether there is an inter- 
valization of a given biconnected, three-colored graph. The main algorithm has the 
following form: first, a path of chordless cycles for G is constructed if it exists (see 
Section 3). Then this path of chordless cycles is used to check if there is a proper 
path decomposition of G. 
The following lemma follows directly from the lemmas and theorem of Section 3. 
Lemma 16. Let G be a biconnected partial two-path, (V, 9) a path of chordless 
cycles of G with V = (Cl,. . . , C,) and 9’ = (el, . . , e,_l ). There is a proper path 
decomposition of G if and only if the following holds: 
(i) there is a proper path decomposition of Cl with, if p > 1, edge el in the 
rightmost node, 
(ii) there is a proper path decomposition of C, with, if p > 1, edge e,_l in the 
leftmost node, and 
(iii) for all i, 1 < i < p, there is a proper path decomposition of Ci with edge ei-1 
in the leftmost node and edge ei in the rightmost node. 
Hence to check whether there is a proper path decomposition of G, the algorithm 
can check for each chordless cycle Ci, 1 < i < p, whether there is a proper path 
decomposition of Ci with the appropriate edges in the leftmost and the rightmost node. 
The proper path decompositions of the chordless cycles can then be concatenated in 
the order in which they occur in the path of chordless cycles of G, and this gives 
a proper path decomposition of G. 
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We concentrate now on checking whether there exists a proper path decomposition of 
a chordless cycle C. Let C be a properly three-colored chordless cycle. We denote the 
vertices and edges of C by V(C)={vo, ~1,. . , tin_,}, and E(C) = {{U;,Ui+l} 10 < i <n} 
(for each i, let u, denote Gimodn). For each j and I, 1 6 1 < II, let Z(j, 1) denote the 
set of vertices of V(C) between u, and Uj+/, when going from U, to Uj+/ in positive 
direction, i.e., 
f(j, 1) = {Ci (j 6 i < j + I}. 
Furthermore, let C(j, I) denote the cycle with 
E(C(j, 1)) = {{Uji, Uj+/}} U {{vi, U,+ll I vi E Itj3 I> - {cj+llIl. 
Note that C(j, n - 1) = C for all j. The following lemma is used to obtain a dynamic 
programming algorithm for our problem. 
Lemma 17. Let C be a properly three-colored cycle. Let i, j and 1 be integers, 
2 d 1 < n, suppose j < i <j-t 1. There is a proper path decomposition PD=( V,, , . , V,) 
of C(j, 1) such that {Q,o~+~} C 6 and {u,, Cj+l} C V, if and only if c(cj) # c(uj+/) 
and either one of the jbllowing conditions holds: 
6) Iv(C)1 = 3, 
(ii) there is a proper path decomposition PD’ = (V,‘, . , V,‘) of’ C( j, 1 - 1) such 
that {II~,u~+I} G &’ and {vj,~,+/_l} C &‘, or 
(iii) there is a proper path decomposition PD” = (F”, , V,“) of C( j + 1,l - 1) 
such that {~i,~‘i+l} & 6” and {uj+,,vj+/} C 5”. 
Proof. For the ‘if’ part, suppose c(uj) # c(cj+/). If IV(C)1 = 3, then C(j, 1) = C, 
and hence (V(C)) is a proper path decomposition of C, since C is properly colored. 
Suppose there is a proper path decomposition PD’ = (VI’, . . , V,‘) of C( j, 1 - 1) with 
{u~,v~+I} C V,’ and {Vj,Uj+l_l} g V,‘. Then PD = PD’#({vj,vj+r_l,~,+l}) is a proper 
path decomposition of C( j, 1) which satisfies the appropriate conditions. The other case 
is similar. 
For the ‘only if’ part, suppose there is a proper path decomposition PD= (V,, ,K) 
of C(j, 1) such that {v,ui+l} C VI and {Vj,Uj+/} C: J$. Clearly, c(Uj) # c(Uj+l), since 
Uj,Uj+/ E K. Suppose IV’(C)1 > 3. If {~;,vi+l} = {~~,vj+,}, then 1 = n - 1, hence 
C( j, 1) = C and 1 V(C( j, 1))1 > 3. Lemma 11 shows that the leftmost and the rightmost 
node of PD cannot contain the same edge, contradiction. So {L’i,ui+l} # {Uj,Uj+,}. 
Let V, and I&, 1 < m, m’ < t, be the rightmost nodes containing edge { Uj+l, cj} and 
{ Uj+[_ 1, U,+,}, respectively. 
First suppose m’ < m. Then V, = {u ,+I, Uj, ~j+l}. Furthermore, for each k, m < 
k d t, & = {u,,u,+~}, since if there is a vk, m < k < t, such that u E vk for some 
u E v(C) - { j> I+ u 1: I}, then v E V,, which gives a contradiction. Note that uj +Z V,!, 
since V,,, contains Uj+/,v,tl_l, and a vertex of the path from Uj+l to Uj+/_l which 
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does not contain Vj. Hence Vj 4 fi. Let PD’ be the path decomposition obtained from 
(v,,... , V,) by deleting Uj from all nodes containing it. Then PD’ is a proper path 
decomposition of C(j + 1, I - 1) with edge { Vj+l, ,+I v. } in the rightmost node and edge 
{vi, vi+, } in the leftmost node. 
For the case that m < m’, a proper path decomposition for C(j, I - 1) with {vi, Ui+l} 
in the leftmost node and {Vj, Vj+l-l} in the rightmost node can be constructed in the 
same way. 
If m = m’, then U~+I = Vj+l_l, hence iV(C(j, /))I = 3. Since {Ui,Ui+l} # {Uj,Oj+,}, 
this means that {vi, Ui+l} = {vi, vj.+l } or {vi, Vi+1 } = {Uj+l-l, Vi+/}. In the first case, 
((vi, zli+l)) is a proper path decomposition of C(j, I - 1) with edge {vi, vi+1 } in the 
leftmost node and edge {Uj, Vj+l_l } in the rightmost node. In the latter case, ({Vi, vi+] }) 
is a proper path decomposition of C(j + 1,l - 1) with edge {Vi, Vi+1 } in the leftmost 
node and edge {Uj+l, Vj+l} in the rightmost node. 0 
Let C be a chordless cycle of a properly three-colored path of chordless cycles. The 
set of edges of which one must occur in the leftmost end node of the proper path 
decomposition of C is called the set of starting edges, and is denoted by ES. In the 
same way, the set of ending edges EE is defined to be the set of edges of which one 
must occur in the rightmost end node of the proper path decomposition of C. 
We define PPW2 as follows. Let ES C E(C) be a set of starting edges, and let 
j and I be integers, 1 < 1 CC n and 0 6 j < n then 
true if ~PD=(~,...,~;) PD is a proper path decomposition 
PPW2(C, Es, j, I) = ofC(_i,I)Avj,vj+l E 6A$,EseC6, 
false otherwise. 
There is a proper path decomposition of C with an edge from Es in the leftmost node 
and an edge from EE in the rightmost node if and only if PPW2(C, Es, j, n - 1) holds 
for some j for which {v]_ 1, vj} E EE. 
If 1 V(C)] = 3, then there is a proper path decomposition with an edge from ES in the 
leftmost node and an edge from EE in the rightmost node if and only if C is properly 
colored. This path decomposition can consist of one node, which contains V(C). 
Suppose 1 V(C)1 > 3. It can be seen from the definition of PPW2 that for all 
Es C E(C), 0 <j <n, PPW2(C,Es,j, 1) holds if and only if {vj,Uj+l} E Es. We use 
this fact and Lemma 17 to describe PPW2 recursively. Let Es C E(C), and let j and 
I be integers, 1 < I< n, 0 < j < n then 
{Vj, uj+l } E ES if I= 1, 
PPW2(C,&,j, I) = C(Vj) # C(Uj+/> A (PPW2(C,&J + 1, I- 1) 
V PPW2(C, Es, j, I - 1)) if I> 1. 
(j + 1 denotes (j + 1) mod n, and j + I denotes (j + I) mod n.) 
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For a given properly three-colored cycle C, / V( C)l = n, and set of starting edges 
Es C. E(C), and ending edges EE &E(C), we can compute whether there is a proper 
path decomposition of C with these starting and ending edges in O(n*) time using 
dynamic programming with the following procedure. 
Procedure COMP_PPWS (n, C, c, ES, EE) 
Input: 
Integer n >/ 3 
Cycle C with n vertices 00,. . , u,-1, edges {{Q, Oi+l } / 0 6 i < n} 
Proper three-coloring c : V + { 1,2,3} 
Set of starting edges Es C E(C) 
Set of ending edges EE 2 E(C) 
Output: 30<j<n {U~-l,vj} E EE APPW2(C,Es,j,n - 1) 
1. if n=3 return true 
2.forjtOton-1 
3. do P(j. 1) + false 
4. for all {uj,o,-l} E Es 
5. do P( j. 1) t true 
6. (* Vo<j<n P(j, 1) E Pf’@‘2(C,Es,j, 1) *) 
7. for I + 2 to n - 1 
8. do for ,j +- 0 do n - 1 
9. do P(j, I) + (c(u~) # C(uj+l)) A (P((jl )modn, 1 - 1) V P(j, l- 1)) 
10. (* Vs<j<n P(j,n - 1) E PPW2(C,Es,j,n - 1) *) 
11. for all {Vj,V,-1) E EE 
12. do if P(j,n - 1) 
13. then return true 
14. return false 
Let G be a three-colored biconnected partial two-path, (%, 9) a path of chordless 
cycles for G with V = (Cl,. . . , C,). There is a proper path decomposition of G if and 
only if for each i, 1 < i < p, there is a proper path decomposition of Ci with set of 
starting edges {e,_ 1) if i > 1, E(Ci) otherwise, and set of ending edges {ei> if i < p, 
E( C;) otherwise. 
For a given three-colored biconnected graph G, the following algorithm returns yes 
if there is an intervalization of G, and no otherwise. 
1. Check if there is a path of chordless cycles for G. If so, construct such a path 
(%, 9) with $7 = (Cl,. . . ,C,) and Y = (ei,. . . , ep-i ). If not, stop, the answer is no. 
2. For each chordless cycle Ci in the path, let m = 1 V( C, )I, let Es = {ei_ I} if i > 1, 
otherwise Es = E(Ci), and let EE = {ei} if i < p, EE = E(Ci) otherwise. Compute 
COMP_PPW2(m, C{,c,Es,l?~). If the computed value is true for each Ci, the answer 
is yes, otherwise it is no. 
For Step 1, we can use the algorithm from Section 3, which takes O(n) time. Step 2 
runs in O(n*) time (n = 1 V(G)I) if procedure COMPPPW2 is used. Hence, we have 
proved our main result here. 
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Theorem 18. There exists an O(n2) time algorithm that solves ICG for biconnected 
three-colored graphs. 
The algorithm can be made constructive, in the sense that if there exists an in- 
tervalization, then the algorithm outputs one, as follows. In procedure COMP-PPW2, 
construct an array PP of pointers, such that for each j and 1, 0 6 j < n and 1 < 1 < n, 
PP( j, I) contains the nil pointer if I = 1 or if P(j, 1) is false. If P( j, l) is true and 
I > 1, then let PP( j, 2) contain a pointer to PP( j, 1 - 1) if P(j, 1 - 1) is true, and to 
PP(( j + 1) mod n, 1 - 1) otherwise. The computation of PP can be done during the 
computation of P. Afterwards, if there is an intervalization, then one can be constructed 
as follows. Start with a j, 0 < j < n for which {rj, Uj_ 1) E EE and P( j, n - 1) is true. 
Then follow the pointers from PP( j, n - 1) until the nil pointer is reached, and add 
edge {vl, vi+r} for each i and 1 for which PP(i, 1) is passed. Note that the nil pointer is 
reached if the previous pointer pointed to PP(i, 1) for some i such that {vi, Vi+, } E Es. 
5. Intervalizing four-colored graphs 
For some time, it has been an open problem whether there exist polynomial time 
algorithms for ICG for some constant number k of colors, k 2 4. Older results showed 
fixed parameter intractability [7, 31, but did not resolve the question. Our NP-complete- 
ness result resolves the open problem in a negative way (assuming P # NP). 
Theorem 19. ICG is NP-complete for four-colored graphs. 
Proof. Clearly, ICG E NP. 
To prove NP-hardness, we transform from three-partition, which is strongly NP- 
complete [8]. 
THREE-PARTITION 
Instance: Integers m E N and Q E N, a sequence si, . . . ,~3~ E N such that Cfz, Si = 
mQ, and ‘d/lgi<3rn $Q < si < ;Q. 
Question: Can the set { 1,. . . ,3m} be partitioned into m disjoint sets Si, . . . , S, such 
that t/l <j<m CiEs, si = Q? 
Suppose we are given input m, Q,SI,SZ, . . , ~3~ E N. We define a graph G = ( V, E), 
which consists of the following parts (see Fig. 4). 
Start clique. Take vertices A = {aI,a2,a3,a4}. Color vertex ai with color i (i = 
1,2,3,4). Add edges between every two vertices in A. 
End clique. Take vertices B={6i, b2, b3, bd}. Color vertex b; with color i (i=l, 2,3,4). 
Add edges between every two vertices in B. 
Middle cliques. Take vertices C={ci,j 11 < i < m - 1, 1 6 j < 3). Color each vertex 
ci,j E C with color j. Make each set Ci = {ci, 1, c~,J, c~,J} into a clique. 
Tracks. Take vertices D = {di,j 1 1 < i d m, 1 < j < 24Q). Color each vertex di,j E 
D with color 1 if j mod 3 = 1, with 2 if j mod 3 = 2 and with 3 if j mod 3 = 0. Identify 
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0 vertex of color 1 
Q vertex of color 2 
0 vertex of color 3 
8 vertex of color 4 
a3 
Fig. 4. The constructed graph G = (V, E) : 0 vertex of color 1, 8 vertex of color 2, 0 vertex of color 3, 
t3 vertex of color 4. 
vertex al with dl,l, vertex b3 with d,,,zbe, and, for all i, 1 < i < m - 1, identify 
di, 24g with ~;,3, and di+l,l with Ci,,. These track vertices form m paths: take edges 
{di,j,di,i+l} for all i,j, 1 < i < m, 1 <j 6 24Q - 1. 
Number representing paths. Take vertices E = {el,, 1 1 < 1 6 3m, 1 6 j < 24s, - 2). 
Color each vertex eL,j E E with color 2 if j mod 3 = 1, with color 3 if j mod 3 = 2, and 
with color 1 if j mod 3 = 0. For each 1, the vertices El = {ej..; 1 1 < j 6 24sl - 2) form 
a path: add edges {el,j,el,j+l} for all 1, j, 1 6 1 < 3m, 1 < j < 24sl - 3. 
Attachment vertex. Take one vertex f. Color ,f with color 4. Take edges { f,al} 
{f, b3}, and for all 1,l f 1 6 3m, edge {f, el, I}. 
The four-colored graph, resulting from this construction, is the graph G=( V, E). Note 
that the transformation can be done in polynomial time in Q and m. 
Claim 20. There exists a partition of the set { 1,. . . ,3m} into sets SI,. . . , S, such that 
CiES, si = Q for each j if and only if there is an intervalization of G. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a subgraph of a properly colored interval graph. So, we 
have a proper path decomposition ( 6,. . . , V,) of G. We may assume that there are no 
6, v’+, with ?$C K+l or K+, & K:. (Otherwise, we may omit the smaller of these two 
sets from the path decomposition and still have a path decomposition of G.) 
Note that, by the clique containment lemma (Lemma 5), there exist io with K,, = A, 
and il with l$, = B. Without loss of generality suppose io < il. If io # 1, then there 
exists a u E &I with v 6 A. Note that such a vertex v has a path to a vertex in B 
that avoids A. It follows that K0 must contain a vertex from this path, but this will 
yield a color conflict with a vertex in A, contradiction. So, io = 1. A similar argument 
shows that il = r. 
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Also, from the clique containment lemma it follows that for each i, 1 < i 6 m - 1, 
there is a ji, 2 6 ji ,< Y - 1 with C’, & l$, . We must have ji < j2 < j3 < . . < j,_i, 
otherwise a color conflict will arise between a track vertex and a vertex in a set Ci. 
Write jo = 1, j, = r. As there is a path from d ,,I to d,,,zJe in G that does not contain 
vertices with color 4 or vertices in E, it follows that each set q contains at least one 
vertex in C U D with color 1,2 or 3. 
For each i, 1 6 i 6 m, call the interval [ji_i + l,ji - l] the ith valley. Each vertex 
di,j must be in one or more successive nodes V, with CI in the ith valley. It cannot 
be in another valley, since that gives a color conflict. Note that there are exactly 8Q 
vertices di,j (for fixed i) with color 2. For a two-colored vertex di,j, we call the interval 
{CY ( di,j E K} a 2-range. Note that all 2-ranges are disjoint, otherwise we have a color 
conflict. So, in each valley, we have exactly 8Q 2-ranges. 
For each I, 1 6 I < 3m, look at the vertices El. Note that all vertices in El must 
be contained in nodes V, with all CI’S in the same valley. Otherwise, the path induced 
by El will cross a middle clique, and we have a color conflict between a vertex 
in EI and a vertex in C. Write Si = {I 1 vertices in El are in sets V, with a in the 
ith valley}. We show that Si,. . ,S, is a partition of { 1,. . . ,3m} such that for each 
j, Cies, Si = Q. 
For each edge {el,j, er,j+i } with el,j of color 3 (and hence, el,j+i has color 1 ), 
there must be a node CI with {el,j,el,j+t} C V,. a must be in a 2-range, as otherwise 
V, contains a one-colored or three-colored vertex from C U D, and we have a color 
conflict. If there exists an a with {el,j,e~,j+l,di,j~} C V,, with di,f of color 2, then we 
say that the 2-range of di,p contains the 1-3-E-edge {el,j, e/,j+i }. 
Claim 21. No 2-range contains two or more I-3-E-edges. 
Proof. Suppose {e,,,j,, el,,j,+l} and {e12,j2, el,,j,+i} are distinct 1-3-E-edges, and there 
is a di,jr such that {c/,,j, ,er,,j,+~,di,y} C 6, {elz,j2,e12,j2+l,di,jl} c VP. Suppose w.1.o.g. 
that x < b. Note that both v = e/,,j, and w = el,,j, +I are adjacent to a two-colored 
vertex. Let [y, 61 be the 2-range of di,j’. Note that y < M < p 6 6. If V,_ 1 contains a 
one-colored vertex from CUD, then consider the l-colored vertex w. It cannot belong 
to 5-1 and it cannot belong to 6. So, if w E l$ then y < E < 6. Hence, there cannot 
be a set & that contains w and its two-colored neighbor el,,j,+z, contradiction. If 4-i 
does not contain a one-colored vertex from C U D, then it contains a three-colored 
vertex from CUD, and by considering v and using a similar argument, a contradiction 
also arises. 0 
Let 1 < i < m. Suppose Si = { 11, 12,. . . , It}. Note that El, U . . . U El, induces Bsr, - 
1 + 8sIz - 1 + . . . + Bsi, - 1 I-3-E-edges. As there are SQ 2-ranges in a valley, we 
must have 
wt, + St2 + . . . + St,) - t < BQ. 
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By noting that each s/ 2 :Q + $, it follows that 8( :Q + { )t - t d SQ, so t d 3, and 
that hence also, by integrality, 
8(s/, + SIB + . . . + st,) d 8Q. 
So, we have a partition of { 1,. . . ,3m} into sets Sl,. . . , S,,,, such that for all j, 1 6 j < m, 
CiEs, si 6 Q* As CJLl CiEs, si=mQ, it follows that for all j, 1 < j 6 m, CiEs, si =Q. 
Now, suppose &,&, . . , S, is a partition of { 1,. . . ,3m}, such that for all j, 1 < j 6 m, 
CiE.7, Si = Q. We will give a path decomposition (I$,. . . , V,) of G = (V, E), such that 
no 6 contains two vertices of the same color. We leave most of the easy verification 
that the given path decomposition fulfills the requirements to the reader. 
Take t=48Q, r=mt+ 1. 
Take V, = A, V, = B. 
For each vertex ci,j E C, put ci,j in set &+I. 
For each vertex di,j E D, put di,j in sets ~~;(1_~)+2j- 1, K(i_l)+2j7 and &i_ 1)+2j+l. 
(Identified vertices are just put in every set, indicated by their ‘different names’; one 
easily observes that these are consecutive sets.) 
For each i, 1 < i d m, suppose 5’i = {/1,12,13}. Put vertex el,,l in set K(i_l)+z. 
For all j, 2 < j < 24sl, - 2, put vertex el,,j in sets Q--1)+2j-23 K(i-1)+2j--13 K(i-l)+2j. 
For all i, 1 G j d 24~)~ - 2, Put vertex efl,j in sets K(i- l)+4Bsr, +2j--21 K(i-1)+48s,, +2j- I, 
K(i-1)+4&q, +2j. For all j, 1 < j 6 24sl, -2, put vertex cl,,j in sets K(i- i )+48~,, +4gsiz +2j--23 
K(z-l)+48sr, +48s+ +2j-1) K(i-1)+4&i, +48s,,+2j. 
Finally, put f in all sets fi, . . , K-1. 
A straightforward, but somewhat tedious verification shows that the resulting path 
decomposition is indeed a path decomposition of G, and that no set 6 contains two 
different vertices with the same color. 0 
As three-partition is strongly NP-complete and our transformation is polynomial in 
Q and m, the claimed theorem now follows. q 
Note that we even proved a slightly stronger result. 
Corollary 22. ICG is NP-complete for four-colored graphs G, with the property that 
there is one color that is only given to three vertices of G. 
Note fUrthermore that the constructed graph is connected, hence ICG is NP-complete 
for connected four-colored graphs. With this result, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 23. ICG is W-complete for biconnected jive-colored graphs. 
Proof. Clearly, ICG for biconnected five-colored graphs is in NP. 
To prove NP-hardness, we transform from ICG for connected four-colored graphs. 
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph, c : V -+ { 1,2,3,4} a four-coloring. Then we 
construct a graph G’ = (V’, E’) with five-coloring c’ : V’ --f { 1,2,3,4,5} as follows. Let 
V’=VU{x}, where x is a new vertex which is not in V, and let E’=EU{{v,x} 1 v E V}. 
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Furthermore, for all v E V, let c’(u)=c(u), and let c’(x)=5. Note that G’ is biconnected, 
and that the transformation can be done in polynomial time. 
It is easy to show that there is a proper path decomposition of G if and only if there 
is a proper path decomposition of G’. 0 
6. Conclusions and remarks 
In this paper, we have given an O(n*) time algorithm to determine whether we 
can add edges to a given biconnected three-colored graph such that it becomes a 
properly colored interval graph. The algorithm can be modified such that it outputs an 
intervalization if one exists, whilst maintaining its quadratic running time. 
It might well be hard to get a faster algorithm for the problem considered in this 
paper: it seems that even the case where G is a simple cycle needs O(n*) time to 
resolve. We feel that this case already captures the main difficulties for speed-up. 
In [I], we have extended the algorithm for biconnected three-colored graphs to obtain 
an O(n*) algorithm for general three-colored graphs. This algorithm consists of an 
extensive case analysis. In each of the cases, a modified version of our algorithm for 
biconnected graphs is used. It seems that if a faster algorithm of ICG on biconnected 
three-colored graphs is found, then this algorithm can be used to construct an equally 
fast algorithm for general three-colored graphs. 
We have shown that ICG is NP-complete for four or more colors. Unfortunately, 
in most practical cases, the number of colors is between five and fifteen. We feel, 
however, that the graphs that arise in the reduction of our NP-completeness proof, 
will not be typical for the type of colored graphs that arise in sequence reconstruction 
applications. It may well be that special cases of ICG, which capture characteristics 
of the application data, have efficient algorithms. Further research could perhaps give 
new meaningful results here. 
The problem INTERVALIZING SANDWICH GRAPHS is a generalization of ICG. We sur- 
mise that our algorithm for ICG can be modified such that it solves the problem of 
intervalizing sandwich graphs with clique size at most three in O(n*) time, where n is 
the number of vertices of the sandwich graph. 
A special case of UNIT-INTERVALIZING SANDWICH GRAPHS (UISG) is the problem UNIT- 
INTERVALIZING COLORED GRAPH (USCG), which asks whether there exists a supergraph 
G’ of a given graph G, such that G’ is a unit interval graph, and is properly colored by 
a given coloring c for G. The O(&’ ) algorithm of [ 14, 151 for UISG with maximum 
clique size k can also be used for UICG with k colors. For k = 3, this gives an O(n*) 
time algorithm. We expect that our algorithm for ICG can be used to obtain a linear 
time algorithm for this problem with k = 3. 
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